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ABSTRACT

A well-known problem in pattern recognition is to determine the shape of a 3-D object from its 2-D image.

This paper describes a new, general algorithm to reconstruct a surface from its normal vectors relative to an arbitrary reference point. The depth values of the surface are calculated recursively, having smoothed the defect due to path dependency homogeneously. The theoretical background is worked out to prove the correctness of the program. The time complexity of the algorithm is given. Two applications of the general method are discussed with a detailed error analysis. The comparison of experimental results of this new approach and a previous one is presented. Theoretical analysis and experiments show that our method is both powerful and simple to implement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The general shape-from-shading problem

Monochrome images of surfaces with homogeneous reflecting properties commonly exhibit a varying irradiance called shading. The shading is dependent on four principle factors: the illumination, the reflectance characteristics of the material, the shape of the surface, and the location of the observer (the viewpoint). The shape-from-shading problem is to extract the shape information from the irradiance data.

1.2 The reconstruction of the 3-D shape

A basic assumption is that the entire surface is visible. The problem then is to reconstruct the 3-D shape of the surface from its 2-D image. This reconstruction consists of the following steps:
1) separate the image of the surface from the background,
2) determine the local surface orientation as a normal vector field,
3) segment the image of the surface into regions called figures such that the normal vector field is continuous in every single region,
4) from the normal vector field derive the depth relative to some reference point on the surface.

Ad 1) The known technique of thresholding can be used [2].

Ad 2) There are additional assumptions:
   i) the surface has homogeneous reflectance characteristics,
   ii) its material is isotropic i.e. reflectance is not changed by rotating a surface element about an axis normal to the surface,
   iii) the light source and the observer are distant from the surface. For computational convenience these distances are regarded as infinite.
Under these circumstances the radiance emanating from a small surface patch does not depend on its position in space. Furthermore, the perspective projection may be approximated by an orthogonal projection from the viewpoint.

With these assumptions the relationship between surface orientation and shading can be described by the reflectance map [1], which specifies the radiance as a function of surface orientation for fixed illumination, viewpoint, and reflectance characteristic. Since more normal vectors may map to the same irradiance value, the inverse mapping is not unique. A strategy to overcome this difficulty is discussed in Silver's work [2].

For practical applicability we also assume, that iv) the variation in image irradiance is discrete and finite.

The reflectance map can be determined experimentally using a calibration object of known shape, e.g. a sphere of the same material and illuminated by the same light sources as the unknown surface.

Ad 3) Depth discontinuities can be recognized by contour detection technique [5], provided that they show themselves by orientation discontinuities (or cast shadows). Suggestions to find orientation discontinuities are described in section 5.

Ad 4) Let the surface be described by a function $Z(x,y)$. If this surface is once-differentiable, then an unnormalized normal vector at the 3-D point $(u,v,Z(u,v))$ can be written as $(Z_x(u,v),Z_y(u,v),-1)$. $Z_x$ and $Z_y$ stand for the first partial derivatives of $Z$ with respect to $x$ and $y$, respectively.

The $Z$ value over some figure corresponding to a once-differentiable surface can be obtained by the integration:

$$Z(p) = Z(r') + \int_C \left( Z_x \, dx + Z_y \, dy \right)$$

along a curve $C$, from the projection $r'$ of the given 3-D reference point to $p$. 
There are several factors that may cause computational defects:

This integration behaves badly when the normal vector data is noisy. Then the value obtained at some point will depend on the integration path from $r'$ to $p$.

In order for the integral to be numerical computable the following assumption is necessary:

1. the image is digitized.

The numerical approximation of the integral from discrete values of the integrand also increases the path dependence of the result.

In order to make the outcome unique it is necessary to smooth away defects due to noise and discretisation.

The problem of this ambiguity of depth values has already been studied by Silver [2] and Wu and Li [4]. Their solutions consist of computing the $Z$ values along two different paths and averaging. In this paper we propose an alternative method, where the error in depth estimation are distributed more homogeneously. This method turns out to give more stable results in some cases. Our algorithm has a guaranteed efficiency performance.

The purpose of this paper is to derive a general algorithm to perform step 4) of the reconstruction, e. i. to calculate a surface from its normal vector field.

In section 2 the theoretical background of this algorithm is worked out. In section 3 the general algorithm is described with two special cases of the integral approximation. In section 4 the error analysis and some experimental results are presented followed by concluding remarks in section 5.
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

2.1 Notational conventions

Throughout of this paper, elements of $\mathbb{Z}^2$ are referred as pixels. They are mostly denoted by $p, q$ or $r$.

The viewpoint is in the direction of the positive $z$-axes of a cartesian coordinate system. The surface is described by a function $Z$ over some domain $G$, $G \subseteq \mathbb{R}^2$, of the image, $Z : G \to \mathbb{R}$.

The components of a 3-D point or a function $f$, $f : \Omega \to \mathbb{R}^3$, are denoted $f.x$, $f.y$ and $f.z$ respectively. For a constant $c$, $f = c$ means that $f = c$ for all elements of its domain $\Omega$.

$C^\infty$ denotes the set of $n$ times continuously differentiable functions.

2.2 A first statement of the problem

Formally the problem can be stated as follows. Given are

i) the digitized 2-D image of the surface:
   a figure $F$ with $F \subseteq G \cap \mathbb{Z}^2$,
ii) a normal vector field $N$, $N : F \to \mathbb{R}^3$,
iii) a 3-D reference point $r$ on the surface with $(r.x, r.y) \in F$.

Assume that the normal vectors are given with $N.z = -1$.

The problem may be regarded as that of calculating the values of a function $Z$ over $F$, $Z|_F$ such that

\begin{align*}
(2.2.1) & \quad Z \in C^1 \\
(2.2.2) & \quad Z.x|_F = N.x \quad \text{and} \quad Z.y|_F = N.y \\
(2.2.3) & \quad Z(r.x, r.y) = r.z.
\end{align*}

Notice that we restrict attention in (2.2.1) only to surfaces in $C^1$. This accords with our intuition on smoothness.

2.3 Approximation of the Z values

Obviously any primitive function of a function $n$ ($n$ is a continuous extension of $N$) with

a) $n : G \to \mathbb{R}^2$,

b) $n \in C^\infty$,
c) the integral of \( n \), computed along a path within \( G \), does not depend on this path,

d) \( n|_F = (N.x,N.y) \)
satisfies the requirements (2.2.1) and (2.2.2). When adding an appropriate constant to a primitive function, (2.2.3) will hold as well.

If the normal vector field \( N \) belongs to a real 3-D \( C^1 \) surface, a function \( n \) exists satisfying a), b), c) and d), thus also the required primitive function exists.

The integral of the Lagrange interpolating polynomial \( I \) with \( ( \forall p : p \in F : I(p) = (N.x(p),N.y(p)) ) \) could satisfy all the requirements (2.2.1)-(2.2.3). Since the computation of this polynomial is complicated, it oscillates strongly and the solution is numerically not stable\(^2\), we choose an alternative solution to approximate a required primitive function. Our approach will be algorithmically efficient and numerically stable. In order to describe this approximation some definitions are needed.

**DEFINITION 2.3.1** For \( \Delta \in Z^+ \) p and q are \( \Delta \)-neighbours iff

\[
|p.x-q.x| = \Delta \land p.y = q.y \lor |p.y-q.y| = \Delta \land p.x = q.x.
\]

**DEFINITION 2.3.2** For \( \Delta \)-neighbour pixels p,q of figure \( F \) a weight function w.r.t. the normal vector field \( N \) is \( w_N : F \times F \rightarrow R \) with the property: \( w_N(p,q) = - w_N(q,p) \).

For a given value of \( Z(p) \) we approximate the sequential \( Z \) value in q by a general integration formula:

\[
Z(q) = Z(p) + w_N(p,q) \tag{2.1}
\]

\(^1\)If in (2.2.1) \( C^2 \) is required instead of \( C^1 \), then c) holds iff \( n.x = n.y \).

\(^2\)For example, continuous functions exist such that the integral of the Lagrange interpolating polynomial of degree \( n \) does not tend to the original integral, when \( n \) approaching to infinity [7].
Note that a choice of the weight function corresponds to a choice of a numerical integration formula:

**EXAMPLE 2.3.1** If we choose the weight function w.r.t. \( N \) for \( \Delta \)-neighbour pixels \( p, q \) of \( F \) as

\[
 w_{\Delta}(p, q) := \frac{N_x(p) + N_x(q)}{2} + \frac{N_y(p) + N_y(q)}{2}
\]

the well known trapezoidal rule is obtained in the approximation (2.1):

\[
 Z(q) = Z(p) + \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
 \frac{N_x(p) + N_x(q)}{2} & \text{ if } p.y = q.y \\
 \frac{N_y(p) + N_y(q)}{2} & \text{ if } p.x = q.x
\end{array} \right.
\]

**EXAMPLE 2.3.2** An other other choice of the weight function w.r.t. \( N \) in the case of \( \Delta = 2 \) and \( p.x \leq q.x \land p.y \leq q.y \) could be:

\[
 w_{\Delta}(p, q) = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
 \frac{(q.x - p.x)}{6}(N_x(p) + 4 \cdot N_x(p.x+1, p.y) + N_x(q)) & \text{ if } p.y = q.y \\
 \frac{(q.y - p.y)}{6}(N_y(p) + 4 \cdot N_y(p.x, p.y+1) + N_y(q)) & \text{ if } p.x = q.x
\end{array} \right.
\]

The formula (2.1) yields the Simpson's rule in this case:

\[
 Z(q) = Z(p) + \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
 \frac{1}{3}(N_x(p) + 4 \cdot N_x(p.x+1, p.y) + N_x(q)) & \text{ if } p.y = q.y \\
 \frac{1}{3}(N_y(p) + 4 \cdot N_y(p.x, p.y+1) + N_y(q)) & \text{ if } p.x = q.x
\end{array} \right.
\]

In these approximations the integrand satisfies a), b) and d). Property c) can not be guaranteed generally by special numerical integration formulas because of the approximation error [6] and eventual noise in the normal vector data.

### 2.4 Conservativity

In order to approximate the \( Z \) value from a known value in \( p \) also for a not \( \Delta \)-neighbour pixel \( q \), the locally used integration rule (2.1) can be extended. The full integral is approximated by
DEFINITION 2.4.1 A path \( \pi \) from \( p \) to \( q \) (abbreviated as \( \pi(p,q) \)) is a sequence of \( \Delta \)-neighbour pixels, \( r_0', \ldots, r_n \) : \( r_0 = p \wedge r_n = q \).

The length of \( \pi \) denoted by \( |\pi| \) is \( n \), \( \text{begin}(\pi) = p \) and \( \text{end}(\pi) = q \).

\(<\pi>\) denotes the set of pixels of this path.

If \( \Pi \) is a set of paths, \( <\Pi> = \cup \{<\pi>: \pi \in \Pi\} \).

For a set \( V, V \subseteq \mathbb{Z}^2 \), the following notation is used:

\[ \Pi_V = \{ \pi: \pi \text{ is a path} \wedge <\pi> \subseteq V \} \]

DEFINITION 2.4.2 The weight w.r.t. \( N \) of a path \( \pi \) entirely within \( F \) is defined by

\[ W_N(\pi) := \sum_{i=1}^{|\pi|} W_N(r_{i-1}, r_i) \]

With these notations the extended integration rule (2.1):

\[ Z(q) = Z(p) + W_N(\pi(p,q)) \quad (2.2) \]

Unfortunately the numerical integration (2.2) taken along different paths between two pixels may not agree on the \( Z \) value.

Formally the idealistic case, when the \( Z \) value does not depend on the chosen path (thus the \( Z \) values can be determined uniquely), is:

DEFINITION 2.4.3 Let \( \Pi \) be a set of paths in \( F \), \( W_N \) a weight function w.r.t. \( N \). The normal vector field \( N \) of figure \( F \) is conservative w.r.t. \( W_N \) and \( \Pi \), denoted by \( \text{cons}(N,F;W_N,\Pi) \), iff for any \( p,q \in F \) and any paths \( \pi_1, \pi_2 \in \Pi \) with \( \text{begin}(\pi_1) = \text{begin}(\pi_2) = p \) and \( \text{end}(\pi_1) = \text{end}(\pi_2) = q \) : \( W_N(\pi_1) = W_N(\pi_2) \).
For the correctness of the general algorithm (in section 3.1) we can rather use a local property of $N$, $F$, and $w_N$, which is equivalent with conservativity:

DEFINITION 2.4.4 A path $\pi$ is closed iff $\text{begin}(\pi) = \text{end}(\pi)$. For $\Delta \in Z$ a closed path is called $\Delta$-square iff it is composed of four different pixels and its length is 4.

For a set of $\Delta$-squares $S$ the following notation is used:

$$<S> = \bigcup_{s \in S} <s>$$

$$S_v = \{ s : s \text{ is } \Delta\text{-square } \land <s> \subseteq v \}, \text{ where } v \subseteq F^2.$$  

DEFINITION 2.4.5 The normal vector field $N$ of figure $F$ is locally conservative w.r.t. $w_N$ and $s$, $s \subseteq S_F$, iff $\text{cons}(N,F;w_N,s)$.

LEMMA 2.4.1 For any weight function w.r.t. $N$, $w'_N$, and any subset $s$ of $S_F$:

$$\text{cons}(N,F;w'_N,<s>) \iff \text{cons}(N,F;w_N,S_s).$$

DEFINITION 2.4.6 A rectangle $R(a,c)$ is a subset of $F$:

$$R(a,c) = \{ p : a.x \leq p.x \leq c.x \land a.y \leq p.y \leq c.y$$

$$\land (p.x-a.x) \mod \Delta = (p.y-a.y) \mod \Delta = 0 \},$$

where $a,c \in F$ and $(c.x-a.x) \mod \Delta = (c.y-a.y) \mod \Delta = 0$ too.

Its boundary $B(a,c)$ is the shortest closed path from $a$ that contains $(c.x,a.y)$ and $c$ and $(a.x,c.y)$ in this order.

Formally, the difference in $Z$ value, that is obtained applying rule (2.2) along a closed path (for algorithmic simplicity along a boundary of a rectangle, as we can see in section 3.1), is defined on the following way:

DEFINITION 2.4.7 The defect of boundary $B(a,c)$ of a rectangle $R(a,c)$ w.r.t. $w_N$ is

$$D_{w_N}(a,c) := W_N(B(a,c)).$$
The basic idea of the proof of lemma 2.4.1 is very simple using this notion:

**PROPERTY 2.4.1** Let \( a, c \in \mathbb{F} \) and \( R(a,c) \) a rectangle. If \( c' \in R(a,c) \) with \( c'.y = c.y \land (c'.x - c.x) \mod \Lambda = 0 \) (as in fig. 2.4.1) then
\[
D^N_W(a,c') + D^N_W((c'.x,a.y),c) = D^N_W(a,c).
\]

![Figure 2.4.1](image)

Obviously this result is the same if we split the rectangle horizontally.

2.5 Reformulation of the problem

To deal with the above mentioned inconsistency in the \( Z \) values, the approach of the problem could be modified. A correction term can be added to the weight function to suppress this inconsistency. This means that a discrete function is added to a function, which satisfies the requirements (2.2.1) and (2.2.2).

We need an additional definition to describe this method formally:

**DEFINITION 2.5.1** A distribution corresponding to the boundary of a rectangle \( R(a,c) \), denoted by \( f^{a,c} \), is an \( |B(a,c)| \)-tuple with
\[
( \forall i: 0 \leq i < |B(a,c)| : 0 \leq f^a_i, c ) \land \sum_{i=0}^{|B(a,c)|-1} f^a_i = 1.
\]
\( f^{a,c}(r_1,r_{i+1}) \) is abbreviated as \( f^a_i \).
PROPERTY 2.5.1 Let $w$ be a weight function w.r.t. $N$, $R(a,c)$ a rectangle with the boundary $r_0',...,r_n$ and $t^{a,c}$ be a distribution. Modify $w$ on $B(a,c)$ as

$$w_N^N(x_i,x_{i+1}) = w_N(x_i,x_{i+1}) - t^{a,c} \cdot D_N(a,c) \text{ for } i = 1,...,n.$$ 

Then the following holds:

$$\sum_{i=0}^{n-1} w_N^N(x_i,x_{i+1}) = 0.$$ 

Note that $\text{cons}(N,F,w^N_{<B(a,c)};\Pi_{<B(a,c)})$ holds and the following is satisfied:

PROPERTY 2.5.2

$$w_N^N = w_{<B(a,c)}$$ iff $\text{cons}(N,F,w_{<B(a,c)};\Pi_{<B(a,c)})$.

The reformulated problem now is to calculate $Z|_F$ such that

$$Z|_F = Z|_C + Z|_d,$$ where:

(2.5.1) $Z_c \in C^1 \land Z_d : F \rightarrow R$

(2.5.2) $Z|_C = N.x \land Z|_d = N.y$

(2.5.3) $Z(x,x,r,y) = x.z$

(2.5.4) $Z|_F$ is uniquely determined independently on the path of the reconstruction from $r'$ to any $p, p \in F$, w.r.t. a set of distributions.

Ad (2.5.4) Assume that a set of distributions is also given corresponding to the figure $F$ : $\mathcal{F}_F = \{ t^{a,c} : B(a,c) \subseteq F \}$ such that for all $\Delta$-neighbours $p$ and $q$, that belong to the boundary of a rectangle within $F$

$$|\{ (a,c) : p,q \in <B(a,c)> \land \langle B(a,c) \rangle \subseteq F \text{ : } t^{a,c}(p,q) \neq 0 \} | = 1.$$ 

With this property of $\mathcal{F}_F$ the $Z$ values are modified only once in the recursive algorithm (see in section 3.1).

REMARK 2.5.1 Note that the $C^1$ part of function $Z$, $Z_c$ can be obtained by the integration formula (2.2) with the weight function $w_N$. To compute $Z$ we need to use the modified one, $w_N^N$.
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3. RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHMS

3.1 The general algorithm

The $Z$ values are required:

i) over the figure $F$,

ii) from the normal vector field $N$,

iii) beginning with the reference point $r$,

using a weight function $w_N$ which is consistent with the required type of $Z_0$ in the numerical integration formula (2.2). A set of distribution $\Psi$ is also given in order to calculate with a modified weight function for every $a$ and $c$, where $<B(a, c)> Z F$ (denoted by $w_N^f$).

For simplicity we shall restrict our consideration to a rectangle as figure $F : F = R(A, C)$ for constants $A, C, A, C \in \mathbb{Z}^2$, with reference point $r.x = A.x$ and $r.y = A.y$.

A recursive algorithm is presented for figure $R(A, C)$:

First the defect of the boundary $B(A, C)$ is obtained. Then we calculate $Z$ from the last known value, at the beginning this is $r.z$, using integration formula (2.2) with $w_N^{A,C}$. From property (2.5.1) the boundary is conservative w.r.t. $w_N^{A,C}$. After these steps we split the rectangle in two parts and continue the above described algorithm recursively. This approach is continued until reaching the $\Delta$-squares in the rectangle.

As follows from lemma 2.4.1, ultimately the $Z$ values correspond to $N$ with $\text{cons}(N, R(A, C); w_N^{T}, \Pi_{R(A, C)})$.

PROCEDURE Reconstruction

\begin{verbatim}
(N : array [R(A,C)] of 2-D vector;
 z_0 : real;
 st : integer;
 function w(p,q : pixel) : real;
 \Phi : set of function f(a,c : pixel) : array [0..|B(a,c)|-1] of real;
 var Z : array [R(A,C)] of real); \end{verbatim}
{precondition: $A, C \in \mathbb{Z}^2 \land A.x < C.x \land A.y < C.y \land R(A,C) = F$

- $\forall p \in R(A,C): N(p) = (N.x(p), N.y(p))$
- $A = (r.x, r.y) \land z_0 = r.z$
- $st = \Delta$
- $w = w_N$ for $\Delta$ neighbours $p$ and $q$
- $\phi = \emptyset$

postcondition: ($\forall p : p \in R(A,C) : Z$ value is uniquely determined by (2.2) with $w_N^r$ }

procedure Correction( a, c: pixel; P: path; D: real );

{precondition:
- $A.x \leq a.x < C.x \leq C.x \land A.y \leq a.y < c.y \leq c.y$
- $<P> \subseteq <B(a,c)>
- Z|_p < (a,c) \setminus (<P> \setminus \{\text{end}(P)\})$ is known
- $P' = \Pi(\text{end}(P), \text{begin}(P)) \land <P'> \cup <P> = <B(a,c)>
- f^a,c|_P = 0$
- $D = D(a,c)$

postcondition: ($\forall p : p \in R(a,c) : Z$ value is uniquely determined by (2.2) with $w_N^r$ ) }
\[
\begin{align*}
\forall p : p \in \mathbb{R}(a,c) : \text{value} \text{ is uniquely determined by (2.2) with } \omega_N^{a,c} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\textbf{if} \ R(a,b) \neq \text{square} \rightarrow

\textbf{if} \ c.x-a.x > c.y-a.y \rightarrow

\begin{align*}
a' &:= (a + (c.x,a.y)) \div 2 \\
c' &:= ((a,x,c.y) + c) \div 2 \\
\{ &D(a,c') = Z(a') - Z(c') + Dsum( P(a',c') ) \\
&\land D(a',c) = Z(c') - Z(a') - Dsum( P(a',c') ) \};
\end{align*}

\textbf{fi} ;

\begin{align*}
d &:= Dsum( P(a',c') ) ; \\
D_1 &:= Z(a') - Z(c') + d; P_1 := P(a',c') ; \\
D_2 &:= Z(c') - Z(a') - d; P_2 := P(c',a') ;
\end{align*}

\textbf{if} \ c.x-a.x \leq c.y-a.y \rightarrow \text{Swap}(D_1,D_2) ; \text{Swap}(P_1,P_2) \textbf{ fi} ;

\{ \text{The precondition of Correction holds} \}

\text{Correction}(a,c',P(a',c'),D_1) ;

\text{Correction}(a',c,P(c',a'),D_2) ;

\textbf{fi} ;

\textbf{end \{Correction\}};

\textbf{begin \{Reconstruction\}}

\begin{align*}
Z(A) &:= z_0 ; \{ \text{Z(A)=r.z} \} \\
\text{Correction}(A,C,B(A,C),D(A,C)) ;
\end{align*}

\textbf{end \{Reconstruction\}};

Readers that are not familiar with the guarded command language, are referred to [8]. \(\langle\rangle\) stands for element-wise or component-wise assignment.

Memory requirement of this algorithm looks space-consuming because of the general data type of \(\phi\). But in the implementation (see in section 4) we use special distributions that are simpler to implement than a function of arrays. These variables require much less memory.
Since for each $\Delta$-neighbour pixels $p$ and $q$ in $R(A,C)$, $w(p,q)$ may have to be modified:

PROPERTY 3.3.1
The above program has time complexity: $O(|R(A,C)|)$. 
3.2. Special cases of the approximation

In this section our method will be applied to construct some special kind of surfaces assuming that

\[ Z_c \in C^1 \land Z \in P_{i,j}(x,y) \] for each square with side \( \Delta \),

where \( P_{i,j}(x,y) \) is the set of polynomials whose degree does not exceed \( i \) in variable \( x \) and \( j \) in variable \( y \).

Note that this is a special case of (2.5.1) for \( Z_c \).

3.2.1 The quadratic method

Assume that \( i = j = 2 \) in (3.2.1).

\( Z_c \) is chosen as a piece-wise biquadratic polynomial in \( C^1 \), hence it can be obtained as a primitive function of a piece-wise bilinear continuous function. The integral of a linear function is exactly computed by the trapezoidal rule. Therefore in the approximation (2.1) we apply the weight function as in example 2.3.1. Since two points determine a linear function and all the information about the normal vector field is worth-while to use, we define \( \Delta := 1 \).

The approximation error of this numerical integration is proportional to the second derivative of the integrand, thus the following holds:

**PROPERTY 3.2.1** If a polynomial \( \rho \) exists, \( \rho \in P_{2,2} \) satisfying

\[ \rho \big|_Y = N \cdot x \land \rho \big|_Y = N \cdot y \text{ then} \]

i) \( \text{cons}(N,\mathcal{W};w_N,\Pi) \) for the above weight function \( w_N \) and any set of paths \( \Pi \) in \( \mathcal{W} \)

ii) \( \rho \) is defined by the integration formula (2.2) with \( w_N \)

beginning at \( Z(r.x,r.y) \).

The consequence of i) is : \( Z_d = 0 \). ii) means that the reconstruction of a biquadratic surface is exact.

The general algorithm described in section 3.1 can be directly applied to obtain a piece-wise biquadratic \( C^1 \) polynomial with \( \Delta = 1 \) and weight function \( w_N \) as in example 2.3.1.
3.2.2 The cubic method

Assume that \( i = j = 3 \) in (3.2.1).

\( Z \) is chosen to construct as a piece-wise bicubic polynomial in \( C^1 \), hence it is a primitive function of a piece-wise continuous biquadratic function. The integral of a quadratic function is exactly calculated by the Simpson's rule. Therefore we apply the weight function as in example 2.3.2 in the numerical integration (2.1). Since three points determine a parabola, we define \( \Delta = 2 \).

The approximation error is proportional to the 4th derivative of the integrand. Hence the following is satisfied:

PROPERTY 3.2.2 If a polynomial \( \rho \) exists, \( \rho \in P_{3,3}(x,y) \) satisfying \( \rho^|_F = \mathbf{N} \cdot x \land \rho^|_F = \mathbf{N} \cdot y \) then:

i) \( \text{cons}(\mathbf{N},F;w^N,\Pi) \) for the above mentioned weight function \( w^N \) and any set of paths \( \Pi \) in figure \( F \).

ii) \( \rho \) is defined by the integration formula (2.2) with \( w^N \) beginning at the value of \( Z(x,x,y) \).

Analogously to the quadratic method a bicubic surface can be exactly reconstructed by approximation (2.2) with the above mentioned \( w^N \) and \( Z_d = 0 \) holds.

Note that conservativity, however a necessary condition for exact integration by approximation (2.2), of course is not sufficient:

PROPOSITION 3.2.1 For a weight function \( w^N \) corresponding to an exact construction of a piece-wise polynomial surface of degree \((n,m)\) in (2.2) and for any set of paths \( \Pi \) in \( F \): 

\( \text{cons}(\mathbf{N},F;w^N,\Pi) \)

if a function \( f \) exists, \( f: G \to \mathbb{R} \) with \( f = \rho + g + h \), satisfying 

\( f^|_F = \mathbf{N} \cdot x \land f^|_F = \mathbf{N} \cdot y \), where \( \rho \in P_{n,n}(x,y) \), \( g \) and \( h \) arbitrary \( C^1 \) functions and \( g \) depends solely on variable \( x \), \( h \) on variable \( y \).
In this case \( Z \) is obtained by the approximation (2.2) as a \( P_{m,n} \) surface (this surface is not the above mentioned polynomial \( p \), if \( g \not= 0 \) or \( h \not= 0 \)). If \( g,h \not\in P_{m,n} \) and one of them is not identically 0 then the reconstruction of the surface \( f \) is not exact in spite of \( Z_d \not= 0 \) holds.

Since \( \Delta = 2 \), we have to modify the program in section 3.1 to get the \( Z \) value also of the intermediate pixels belonging to the chosen type of the \( C^1 \) surface. The approximation of the \( Z \) values of the internal pixels is the value of the cubic polynomial, denoted by \( \rho_3' \), uniquely determined by the derivative in three consecutive points and its value one of the end pixels:

\[
\text{function Intvalue}(\text{val},d_0,d_1,d_2: \text{real};\text{forw} : \text{boolean}) : \text{real};
\]

\[
\text{precondition : val = } \rho_3(u) \text{ if forw, or val = } \rho(u+2) \text{ else for an } u \in Z
\]

\[
\land d_0 = \rho_3'(u) \land d_1 = \rho_3'(u+1) \land d_2 = \rho_3'(u+2)
\]

\[
\text{postcondition : Intvalue = } \rho_3(u+1) \}
\]

The internal \( Z \) value could be calculated by modified values for the derivative, according to the difference between the begin and end \( Z \) value of the interval.

With function Intvalue and extra variables \( m, f_1, f_2 \) and \( f_3 \) with \( f_1 + 4 \cdot f_2 + f_3 = 1 \) of type real (\( m \) is used for the sake of brevity), the algorithm Correction can be completed by the following statement:

\[
m := D \cdot f(a,c)[i];
\]

\[
\text{if } r_1.x = r_{i+1}.x + 1 =>
\]

\[
Z( r_1.x + 1, r_1.y ) := \text{Intvalue}( Z(r_1), N.x(r_1) - m \cdot f_1, N.x(r_1+1,r_1.y) - m \cdot f_2, N.x(r_{i+1}) - m \cdot f_3, r_{i+1}.x < r_{i+1}.x);
\]

\[
\text{fi ;}
\]

The statement for \( N.y \) can be modified in a similar manner.

We refer this procedure as Correction-Inter.

Denote \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) those points, where \( Z \) is calculated from \( A \) and \( A+1 \) respectively having executed Correction-Inter. \( 1 \) stands for vector \((1,1)\).

\[
R_1 := [A.x .. C.x] \times [A.y .. C.y] \setminus \{ p : p.x-A.x \mod 2 = 1 \land p.y-A.y \mod 2 = 1 \},
\]
Com denotes the points with "doubly" calculated Z value:
Com := \( R_1 \cap R_2 \).

In the following example \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) are drawn by single and double line respectively:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C}(6,4) \\
\text{A}(0,0)
\end{array}
\]

\[\text{FIGURE 3.2.1}\]

For \( R_2 \), the rest of the pixels, \( Z \) can be constructed by the algorithm Correction-Inter beginning with the reference value 0. Then the new \( Z \) "surface is translated" such that the average of the new values of pixels in Com (whose values have already been calculated from the reference point \( r \)), is equal to the average of their first \( Z \) values. At points in Com (where also a new value is obtained), we can choose this value or the old one or average of them as ultimate \( Z \) value.

For the "translation of the surface" the function Average is used:

```
function Average(z : array[Com] of real) : real;
    z(q) = \sum_{q \in \text{Com}} \frac{z(q)}{|\text{Com}|}
{postcondition : Average = \frac{\sum_{q \in \text{Com}} z(q)}{|\text{Com}|} }
```

The modified body of the program to calculate \( Z \) over \([A.x .. C.x] \times [A.y .. C.y]\) with a piece-wise bicubic \( C^1 \) part, with this completed procedure Correction-Inter, array \( Z_1[\text{Com}] \) of real and function Average is:
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\begin{verbatim}
begin { Reconstruction of a piece-wise bicubic surface }

Z(A) := z_0 ;
Correction-Inter( A, C, B(A,C), D(A,C) );
{ calculation over R_1 }
Z_1 := Z|_{\text{Com}} ; \quad \{ Z_1 = the \ first \ calculated \ value \ over \ Com \}
Z(A+1) := 0 ;
Correction-Inter( A+1, C-1, B(A+1, C-1), D(A+1, C-1) ) ;
\{ calculation also over R_2 \}
Z|_{R_2} := Z|_{R_2} + \text{Average}( Z|_{1} - Z|_{\text{Com}} ) ;
\{ "translation of the surface" above R_2 \}
Z|_{\text{Com}} := (Z|_{\text{Com}} + Z|_{1}) / 2 ;
\{ average of the doubly calculated values \}
end \{ Reconstruction of a piece-wise bicubic surface \}.
\end{verbatim}
4. ERROR ANALYSIS

The error in the depth reconstruction is caused by two factors in the above mentioned algorithm: the error of the digital integration and the error of the surface normal estimates.

To analyze the effect of these errors, a numerical simulation has been performed. This simulation was based on a perturbation of the normal vector field. The error corrupted normal vector field is simulated by adding a noise term according to:

\[ N.x = q_x + \eta \] and \[ N.y = q_y + \eta, \]

where \( \eta \) is a known surface, \( \eta \) is a random noise with expected value 0: \( \mathbb{E} [\eta] = 0 \). The error is examined for \( p \in F \):

\[ e_n(p) = Z(p) - q(p). \]

In order to spread the defect homogeneously, uniform distribution is used on path \( P \) in procedure Correction (see in section 3.1): \( f^{a,c}(p) = \frac{1}{|F|} \).

In this section some extra notations are used:

\( d_{1,2}(v_1, v_2) = \max (|v_1.x - v_2.x|, |v_1.y - v_2.y|) \) for \( v_1, v_2 \in \mathbb{R}^2 \),

\( \| f \|_g = \max (f(x)) \) for a function \( f, f : G \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \),

\( R = [A.x, C.x] \times [A.y, C.y] \)

and the resolution is \( M \times M \). (\( M = d_{\omega}(A, C) \) and for simplicity we usually choose \( M \) as \( 2^n \) for an \( n \in \mathbb{N} \).)

4.1 Error of the digital integration

If there is no noise, the obtained error in the algorithm is due to the numerical integration only:

4.1.1 LEMMA Suppose that \( \eta = 0, R(a,c) \leq F \) and belongs to the kth level of the recursion with \( k = \begin{cases} 2i & \text{if } k \text{ is even,} \\
2i+1 & \text{if } k \text{ is odd,} \end{cases} \) then for any \( p, \eta \in B(a,c) \):

\[ |e_0(p)| \leq \begin{cases} |\pi^*(r', p)|, & \text{if } i = 0 \\
2^i \cdot 2^i & \text{if } i \neq 0 \end{cases}, \]

where \( \pi^* \) is the path on the boundary of the recursion rectangles in the order of the algorithm (\( r' \) is the projection of the reference point), and
applying the quadratic method
\[ c = \begin{cases} \frac{12}{3} Z^{(3)}(p) \|_R & \text{applying the quadratic method} \\ \frac{4}{5} Z^{(5)}(p) \|_R & \text{applying the cubic method} \end{cases} \]

From this lemma we have that for all \( p \in F \):
\[ |e_0(p)| \leq M \cdot (4 + \log M) \cdot c. \]

This lemma is not difficult to prove with the aid of the following recursive formulas:
\[ |e_0(p)| \leq |e_0(q)| \left( 1 + \frac{2^i}{M} \right) + |e_0(s)| \left( \frac{2^{i+1}}{M} + 1 \right) \cdot c \]

where \( p_0 \) stands for the splitting points of \( R(A,C) \); for \( a_0, c_0 \) and \( c_{2i+1} \) (belonging to the \( k \)th reconstruction level). \( p = \frac{q+s}{2}, q \)
and \( s \) are splitting points of the rectangle belonging to the previous recursion level:
\[ p = a_{2i+1} \] if \( q = a_{2i} \) and \( s = c_{2i} \)
\[ p = c_{2i} \] if \( q = a_{2i-1} \) and \( s = c_{2i-1} \)

It is easy to prove that the error in other sub rectangles does not exceed the error examined above.

The algorithm is numerical stable:

4.1.2 Lemma If \( (\forall p : p \in F : n(p) \leq \delta) \), then
\[ |e_n(p)| \leq |e_0(p)| \cdot \left( 1 + \frac{\delta}{c} \right) \]
holds for the error \( e_n \).
The proof of this lemma is similar to the previous one using
$c + \delta$ instead of $c$ in the formulas (4.1) and (4.2).

4.2 The effect of random noise

Since $E[e_n(p_0)] = (|\pi'(r',p_0)| + 1) \cdot c$ (where $p_0$ stands for the
same pixels mentioned above), $E[Z(p)] \leq \eta(p) + e_0(p)$ for any
$p \in R(A,C)$.

From (4.1) and (4.2) it follows using the same notation as at
lemma 4.1.1 that

**Lemma 4.2.3**

i) $D^2[Z(p_0)] \leq \left( |\pi'(r',p_0) + \frac{1}{n+2} \right) \cdot \sigma^2,$

ii) $D^2[Z(a_{2^{-1+1}})] \leq \frac{1}{2} \left( |\pi'(r',a_{2^{-1+1}}) + M \cdot 2^i \right) \cdot \sigma^2,$

iii) $D^2[Z(c_{2^{-1}})] \leq \left( 5 \cdot 2^{2i-3} + 4 \cdot M \left( 2^{i-4} + 1 \right) + 4 \right) \cdot \sigma^2.$

From this lemma we can conclude that for any $p \in F$ the
magnitude of the error is at most $D[Z(p)] \sim O(M)$ and proportional
to the standard variance of the noise, $\sigma.$

As we have seen, the error of the digital integration and also
the error due to the estimation of the normal vector field depend
on $|\pi'(r',p)|.$ This path length can be reduced by setting the
reference point to the center of the figure $F.$

4.3 Some experiments of surface reconstruction

Experiments were performed using the quadratic and cubic method
for a number of synthetic surfaces. Random noise was introduced to
the partial derivatives to simulated uniform and normal
distributed of the input. The reference point is chosen in the
center of the figure. Algorithm Reconstruction was executed in the
following order for the sub rectangles of $R(A,C) : R(z,C),$ $R(\{A,x,z,y\},(x,x,C,y)$ $), R(A,z)$ and $R(\{z,x,A,y\},(C,x,z,y)\).
The average absolute error between the real surfaces and its reconstruction are shown in table 4.3.1 to compare the results of the method of Wu and Li, quadratic method and the cubic method with number 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface : sphere, $r = 12.2$, over $R( (-8,-8), (8,8) )$</th>
<th>$\sigma = \text{norm. dist.}, D(\sigma) = \sigma$</th>
<th>$\sigma = \text{uniform dist. in } [-\sigma, \sigma]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.473e-2</td>
<td>7.212e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>3.595e-2</td>
<td>2.219e-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.635</td>
<td>2.047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Surface : paraboloid, $\varphi = 12.2^2 - x^2 - y^2$, over $R( (-16,-16), (16,16) )$ |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| $\sigma$ | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 0.01 | 1.669e-2 | 2.248e-2 | 1.539e-2 | - | 8.984e-3 | 1.227e-2 |
| 0.1 | 0.164 | 0.224 | 0.153 | - | 8.984e-2 | 0.122 |
| 1 | 1.648 | 2.248 | 1.539 | - | 0.898 | 1.227 |

| Surface : saddle, $\varphi = -x^2 - y^2$, over $R( (-16,-16), (16,16) )$ |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| $\sigma$ | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 0.01 | 1.067e-2 | 2.248e-2 | 1.539e-2 | - | 8.984e-3 | 1.227e-2 |
| 0.1 | 0.160 | 0.224 | 0.153 | - | 8.984e-2 | 0.122 |
| 1 | 1.607 | 2.248 | 1.539 | - | 0.898 | 1.227 |

**TABLE 4.3.1**

Obviously, the results are in favor of the new methods without noise or with small noise in the case of the sphere. At the paraboloid and the saddle the average absolute error of the cubic method is less than of the method of Wu and Li.

The result of the cubic method is better than the quadratic method without noise, as it could be expected from the accuracy of the trapezoidal and the Simpson’s rule.

---

3 The experiments for the same sphere were performed with image size 32 $\times$ 32 at Wu and Li.

4 Wu and Li have studied the noise simulation only in the case of normal distribution.
It can be also seen from the table that the error is approximately linear with the standard variance of the noise according to the theoretical analysis given in section 4.2. Since 
\[ D(n) = \frac{\sigma^3}{3}, \] if \( n \) is uniform distributed in \([-\sigma, \sigma]\), the results are better in this case, than in the case of normal distribution with variance \( \sigma^2 \).

From table 4.3.2 we can see that the results are quite satisfactory also in the case of much higher resolution. AAE and MRE stand for the average absolute error and maximal relative error respectively:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface: “quarter” sphere, ( r^2 = 190000 ), over ( \mathbb{R}(0,0),(300,300) )</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
<td>( n ) is norm. dist., ( D(n) = \sigma )</td>
<td>( n ) is uniform dist. in ([0,\sigma])</td>
<td>AAE</td>
<td>MRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.544e-4 8.0e-5 3.109e-8 3.0e-7</td>
<td>1.544e-4 8.0e-5 3.109e-8 3.0e-7</td>
<td>1.544e-4 8.0e-5 3.109e-8 3.0e-7</td>
<td>1.544e-4 8.0e-5 3.109e-8 3.0e-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.845</td>
<td>5.364</td>
<td>7.493</td>
<td>7.891</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 4.3.2**

The reconstruction of this quarter sphere is illustrated on the following photos, as a “map” of the surface. The upper squares belong to the quadratic method, the lower ones to the cubic method. On the left we can see the reconstructed, on the right the original surface. The interval between the maximum and the minimum of the values of the original and the reconstructed function (with the same method and noise) has been split in 7 intervals of equal length. Each interval has been assigned a color: white, light blue, rose, dark blue, yellow, green and red respectively (see also table 4.3.3):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>noise</th>
<th>maximum</th>
<th>minimum of meth.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.3.1 ( n = 0 )</td>
<td></td>
<td>435.8</td>
<td>435.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3.2 ( n ) is norm. dist. with ( \sigma = 1 )</td>
<td>452.9</td>
<td>460.1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>96.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3.3 ( n ) is uniform dist. in ([-\sigma, \sigma])</td>
<td>435.8</td>
<td>445.3</td>
<td>95.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 4.3.3**
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper a new, general algorithm and its applications are presented to recover depth relative to a reference point of a 3-D surface, from the surface normals. The correctness of this algorithm can be proved using the propositions given in section 2. This method has time complexity \( O(|F|) \) provided that figure \( F \) covered by distinct rectangles. With resolution \( M \times M \) the error of the digital integration is \( O(M \cdot \log M) \). The algorithm is numerically stable. By choosing the reference point properly, we can reduce the error effects also in the case of error corrupted input. Experiments show that this approach can yield reasonably accurate results.

With respect to step 4) of the reconstruction (see in section 1.2) two generalizations are topics for further investigation:

i) a less homogeneous distribution \( f^{a,c} \) in the implementation of procedure Correction (in section 3.1),

ii) figures with arbitrary form.

To segment figures belonging to a continuous normal vector field (step 3) of the reconstruction) we may use the lack of conservativity: large differences in \( Z \) value at the same point of the figure, calculated on different path from the reference point may indicate discontinuity in the normal vector field. Orientation discontinuities also can be discovered using decision theory: the change of polynomial grey value distribution can be found with compatibility test based on statistical criteria. From the relation between the grey-value and the surface orientation we may conclude, if discontinuities occur in the normal vector field.
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